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     BASE pc.

      medical gloves  min. 2 pair

      pressure dressing
        e.g. easy bandage/ emerg. bandage

1

      compressed gauze 1

      hemostyptic gauze
       e.g. Celox Rapid, Woundclot, Quick
       Clot Combat Gauze, … 

1

      tourniquet
        recommended by CoTCCC
        e.g. CAT Gen7, TX2

1 - 2

      chest seal with valve function
        e.g. from SAM, Celox, Hyfin

2

      rescue blanket
       at least 160cm x 210cm

1

      clothing scissors or cutter 1

      medical tape 1

      permanent marker
       TQ, vital parameters, …

1

Tip: You want to be able to
effectively save lives in the event
of a shooting accident?
 
Get the knowledge and hands-on
training you need at our Shooting
Range Lifesaver Workshop,
tailored for gun carriers.

For more info click the link:
criticalknowledge.org/workshop

     ADVANCED

       wound patches

       nasopharyngeal tube by Wendl

       relief puncture needle
        e.g. ARS

      small pill pack
       e.g. pain, gastrointestinal

      injury doc card
        for self application personal data filled in a 
        e.g. allergies

      resuscitation cloth

      eye patches
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Disclaimer
This recommendation of a content list for medical devices and other
paraphernalia is for informational purposes only.

Disclaimer: The following recommendation of a content list for medical devices and other
paraphernalia is for informational purposes only. Please note that it is a recommendation only
and does not constitute medical or legal advice. Some of the listed paraphernalia require
special training to use safely and effectively. In addition, it is important to comply with country-
specific laws and regulations regarding the possession and use of medical devices. Use of the
recommended content list is your own responsibility. Neither the author nor the platform on
which this recommendation is provided assume any liability for any damage, loss, or injury that
may result from the use of the listed medical devices. It is strongly recommended that you
undergo training from qualified personnel before using any medical devices. Please note that
country-specific laws and regulations regarding medical devices may vary from country to
country. Make sure you know and comply with your country's applicable laws and regulations
regarding the possession, use, and transportation of medical devices.

Important points in the event of a
shooting accident with injuries:

      Ensure safety:
       Have fires ceased, establish security at the stand, disarm casualties
        and unload weapons, place casualties' weapons and equipment in a
        secure area

      Call emergency numer:
       Immediately dial your country's emergency number (e.g., 112 in
        many European countries) and inform emergency services of the
        incident. Describe the situation as accurately as possible and give
        the exact location or address of the shooting range (shooting
        accident area safe). 

      Provide First Aid:
       Provide first aid to the injured according to their level of training.
        Ensure their safety and try to prevent further injury.

      Handover to professional rescuers: 
       Make sure rescuers can get to the patient as quickly as possible.
        Cooperate with the rescuers, follow their instructions and give
        them all the information they need to provide appropriate care to
        the injured.
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